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GAMTE Conference 
October 17, 2007 
Rock Eagle 4-H Center 
 
1:30 - 2:20 
Speakers: Don Brown and Blanche Presley - Macon State College 
Title:  Pre-service Teachers’ Thoughts on Mathematical Authority 
Room:  International Paper #1 
 
Speaker: Kelly Edenfield - University of Georgia 
Title:  The Mathematical Preparation of Secondary Teachers 
Room:  International Paper #2 
 
2:30 - 3:20 
Speaker: Celil Ekici - University of Georgia   
Title:  Demands of Tasks in Teaching with Reform Curricula 
Room:  International Paper #1 
 
Speakers: Marvin Smith and Stephanie Smith - Kennesaw State University 
Title:  Assessing Understanding of Multiplication through Words, Pictures and Numbers 
Room:  International Paper #2 
 
3:30 - 4:20 
Speaker: Ollie Manley - Georgia State University 
Title:  Using Technology to Design Teaching Modules in Mathematics and Science 
Room:  International Paper #1 
 
Speakers: Ginger Rhodes, Eileen Murray and Chandra Orrill - University of Georgia   
Title:  Supporting Teachers Through Hands-On Learning 
Room:  International Paper #2 
 
Speaker: Gunhan Caglayan - University of Georgia   
Title:  Relational Notation and Mapping Structures 
Room:  International Paper #3 
 
4:30 - 5:20 
Speaker: Angela Teachey - Kennesaw State University 
Title:  The Kennesaw State University Mathematics Methods Model 
Room:  International Paper #1 
 
Speakers: Chandra Orrill, Ginger Rhodes, and Eileen Murray - University of Georgia   
Title:  Professional Development for Professional Developers 
Room:  International Paper #2 
 
Speakers: Susan Swars, Lynn Hart, Stephanie Smith, Marvin Smith - Georgia State University 
Title: A Longitudinal Study of Elementary Preservice Teachers’ Beliefs and Their Relationship to the 
Specialized Content Knowledge for Teaching Mathematics 
Room:  International Paper #3 
 
